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NEW QUESTION: 1
In Huawei FusionCompute, the following description of the
virtual machine HA is correct (multi-selection) ABC
A. After HA is enabled in the cluster, virtual machines can be
rebuilt on other hosts after a host failure As long as
resources are reserved in the D cluster, virtual machines with
HA attributes can be rebuilt on other computing nodes when a
fault occurs success
B. Virtual machine HA function can quickly restore business
when a failure occurs When system
C. detects the blue screen of the virtual machine and
configures the processing strategy as HA. the system will
choose another normal computing node for reconstruction virtual
machine

Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
As shown in the following figure, in IPv4 and IPv6 environments
the SEL value in an IS-IS NET address is always 00.
A. Ture
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two features are available in the Cisco WCS Plus license
over the base license? (Choose two.)
A. high availability between two Cisco WCS stations
B. mobility service engine management
C. client location to the nearest AP
D. ad hoc rogue detection
E. auto discovery and containment or notification of rogue APs
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Cisco WCS PLUS license supports Cisco WCS base license features
and the following capabilities: mobility services enablement
and high availability. An older Cisco WCS Location license is
forward compatible and equivalent to a PLUS license. When
upgrading to this release, older Location licenses will appear
as PLUS licenses. Older Enterprise licenses are also forward
compatible and become PLUS licenses when loaded. The process to
provision a Cisco WCS PLUS license is the same as provisioning
a current Cisco WCS license.
:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/wcs/70/configurat
ion/guide/WCS70cg/7_0warr.html
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